Temporary Highway Products
Battery Illuminated Bunting System

Applications: Overhead Cable Warning System

The NAL Illuminated Bunting System is a lightweight illuminated cable which is used in conjunction with NAL Guardian Goalposts. This system ensures the Guardian Goalposts are clearly visible to operate at night and in adverse weather conditions without the requirement for additional lighting. Being battery operated with a continuous operation time of 30 hours there is no requirement for expensive mains power connection or generators. Waterproof and lightweight detachable power units can be recharged safely off site. Goalpost Bases can be supplied with secure housing for the power units to eliminate risk of theft or damage on site.

Advantages

- Lightweight Illuminated bunting
- Simple to fit to NAL Guardian Goalpost System
- Up to 30 hours of continuous illumination
- Choice of colours available
- Small detachable power/ battery unit in IP66 enclosure
- Optional secure enclosure fixed to Goalpost Base
- Recharges within four hours
- Photo cell allows automatic switch on at night
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Figure 1 Configuration for roads (longitudinal view, not to scale)
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Figure 2 Configuration for roads (transverse view, not to scale)
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Avoidance of danger from overhead electric power lines clause 24 Traffic Signs Manual, Chapter 8, Traffic Safety Measures and Signs for Road Works and Temporary Situations Part 1:2006, clause D3.2.22 states that the minimum headroom at temporary structures should be 5.41m.